
 

 

URBAN JUICE PRESS Brand Associate Job Description 
 
The Brand Associate communicates the URBAN JUICE PRESS brand and delivers a 
consistently excellent and inviting experience to every customer who visits, calls, or emails our 
Juice Shop. The Brand Associate helps Urban Juice Press deliver on its mission to inspire and 
assist individuals to make positive health transformations. 
 
Key Duties: 
-Directly assisting customers in-store, over the phone, and via email using all URBAN JUICE 
PRESS standards for customer service 
-Preparing Superfood Smoothies and other food items for customers 
-Completing tasks associated with food prep 
-Maintaining store cleanliness and appearance standards 
-Assembling customer orders 
-Completing other miscellaneous tasks as requested by management 
 
Key Competencies: 
-Knowledge and passion for healthy eating and lifestyles 
-Ability to explain complex nutritional concepts in an easy to understand and relevant manner. 
-A positive and “can-do” attitude 
-Great interpersonal skills and ability to consistently show empathy, warmth, and respect to 
others 
-Ability to effectively execute tasks and maintain composure in an occasionally stressful and 
fast-paced environment 
-Good judgement in ambiguous or complex situations 
-Ability to follow direction from management and to work cooperatively with colleagues 
-Ability to frequently switch between completing tasks (task execution oriented) and assisting 
customers (interpersonal oriented) 
 
Compensation: 
-Starting wage: $12.00 / hour 
-Monthly team bonus if goals are met 
-A free bottle of juice every shift and an employee discount on other items 
 
Work Conditions: 
-Part-time hours. Shifts will vary every week. Shifts are distributed based on individual 
performance, company revenue, and individual availability. 
-Flexible hours - ability to change availability or book time off at any time before the schedule is 
published. 
-Shifts may be cut or shortened based on revenue with little-notice. Opportunities to work newly 
added shifts will be available sometimes when revenue exceeds targets. 
-Physical effort: Shift requires standing the entire time and the occasional lifting of moderate 
loads (up to approximately 30 pounds) 


